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To the Architect of the Universe, to whom North Beach
is a very small but significant part of His creation.

PREFACE

This study has grown out of a longstanding relationship with the
earth, sky, and water of the North Beach coastline of Washington
State.

I have grown up walking the far beaches in all weather con

ditions and have come to appreciate the roar of the ocean and wind
as one would intimate friends.

I have journeyed far along wave

swept beaches learning about man's place and responsibilities to his
environment.

Unfortunately, only a few see that man and his mani

festations must subserve to nature's forces rather than dominate them.

Seascape presents this attitude of subservience in such a way as to
show the excitement and beauty that man's development of the coastline
can take on if only it works with rather than against nature.

The

dynamic character of Washington's North Beach coastline consequently
can remain in unmarred condition for those who would walk with my
friends and discover the ways of wind and wave and man's relation
ship to his environment.

Tom Waller
Bozeman, May of 1980
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FOREWORD
The intent of this study is to present information and to recommend
a process of analysis and application, both of which will be useful
in the architectural design of environmentally sensitive buildings.
Part A examines the geological, visual, climatic, and anthropogenic
characteristics of the North Beach environment in comprehensive
detail, sufficient to provide a broad overview of the subject.

Part

B increases the scale of investigation to further define individual
site characteristics and design methodology appropriate to that study.
Part C, again, increases the scale of investigation to single out a
place to site an Environmental Learning Center — the culmination of
this thesis.

The center then, will, first provide for the education

of visitors and residents and will seek to bring their understanding
to a point of sensitivity regarding the North Beach environment.
Secondly, the center will provide an exemplary building, a prototype,
which will illustrate careful design consideration essentially part
of environmentally determined building form and configuration.

This study has been undertaken with the determination that its
results will, in fact, serve as satisfactory alternatives to the
present indiscriminate desecration of one of the few untouched areas
in the United States, the Washington State north coastline.
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INTRODl ICTION

The dynamic nature of the North Beach environment is explained in
this investigation through the examination area's myriad subsurface
conditions.

One source of the variety of these conditions was the

advancing and retreating glaciers and the corresponding rise and fall
of the sea's level.

These events left their mark on the geological

underlayment and parent soils, which are both exposed through erosion
in several places along the North Beach coastline.

Another source is

the accretional character of the beaches which continues the dynamic
nature of this ever-changing environment.

Also the seismic activity

of the area continues this geological variety, playing a major role
in exposing underlaying rock strata, consequently revealing the area's
mineralogical character.

All together, the factors of this geological

description point to the unique nature and ever-changing character
of the North Beach environment.
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GEOGICAL DESCRIPTION
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY
The geology and, thus, the configuration and composition of the North
Beach area has been greatly affected by two natural occurrences at two
different periods of time.

During these times the coastline was first

defined and then sculpted by the forces of nature.

The first great

natural occurrence, and the most influential of the two, was the four
separate glaciations of the area and the resulting changes in ocean
level.

The second and much more recent occurrence began with the

accretion of the beach area caused by alluvial sands washed from the
Columbia River.

Subsequently further accretion and erosion resulted

from the much later introduction of the north and south Grays Harbor
jetties at the turn of the twentieth century (111. #1).

The result

is an area which incorporates into its makeup a wide range of geo
logical activity, illustrating a spectacular culmination of the forces
of nature and man.

The geological history of Grays Harbor and North Beach begins in the
tertiary period 70 million years ago.1

During this time the Alps and

Himalayas were formed, as were the tertiary sediments of marine origin
which form the foundations of the harbor area.

These marine sediments were formed in the undersea continental shelf
and resulted in massive deposits of sandstone and stratified deposits
of shaly sandstone up to 5,000 feet in thickness.

These deposits are

exposed north of Copalis Head and form the sea cliffs and escarpments
which characterize the area'!' ihis exposure of basement rock indicates
a series of diastrophic events which produced numerous major northwestsouthwest trending folds and upheavals of the coastal area.

Then later

by the end of the Pliocene epoch, the ocean level dropped as much as
1,200 feet which, coupled with the uplift of the tertiary strata,
resulted in the almost complete emergence of the Washington and Oregon
coastline.2

During the Pleistocene epoch, the southwest region of the Olympic
Mountains was glaciated at least four occasions.

Each time, the

advancing glacier moved massive materials and on receding deposited
the surrounding area with silts and gravels.

The tertiary rock was

covered with this glacial outwash and the formation of soils began.

According to the Grays Harbor Soils Survey, there are five different
soil types in the North Beach area.

The first are alluvial soils which

originate from a combination of sedimentary, glacial, and basaltic
parent materials.

These soils are found on floodplains, tidelands,

stream bottoms, and terraces.

The second type is composed of fine to

course textured glacial deposits on valley floors and upland terraces.
The resulting soils are from two time periods, the oldest being the
Hoquiam series and the more recent being the Copalis and Nemah series.
The third soil type incompasses recent coastal and dune deposits which
contribute to the formation of bars and beaches south of Copalis Head,
especially the Ocean Shores Peninsula.

The fourth type consists of

organic soils and peats such as the orcus series which is found in
low lying river areas.

The final type is composed of finer textured

sandstone and siltstone bedrock parent materials and is exposed in the
cliffs north of Iron Springs.3

The upheavals which have exposed the sandstone basement materials north
of Iron Springs originates from overlapping continental plates off the
Washington-Oregon coast.

The upheavals have been so strong as to bring

older rock from the overlapped plate up through the upper plate (111.
#3).

This action is seen at Copalis Head where basalt and shale in the

form of rock and clay have broken the surface and have been eroded by
the sea, leaving harder basaltic rock fragments in the beach and close
to the shore.^

The formation of Copalis Head and Copalis Rocks identi

fies this unique geological event and contributes to the spectacular
and dynamic nature of the coast.

The dynamism of the coastal geology is carried through to the present
by the erosional and accretional nature of the beaches as influenced by
the Columbia River.

For the most part, the sand reaches north of the

Columbia River are composed of alluvial materials deposited by winter
currents and wave action.

Copalis Head is the northern most extent of

these deposits which are generally accretional in nature.

The addition

of the north and south jetties to the mouth of Grays Harbor near the
turn of the twentieth century has controlled partially the sanding in
of the mouth of the harbor, but also has interrupted the normal north
ward movement of sand, thus producing drastic results.

According to

Dugan's comparison of the 1915 and 1973 USGS, surveys of the Ocean
Shores Peninsula show the coastline moving seaward a minimum of onethird miles in 58 years, or about 30 feet per year.

Conversely, the

land south of Grays Harbor's south jetty, the north shore area, is
eroding at the rate of 200 feet or more a year.5

The result is a

dynamic coastline of sand beaches and duneland constantly in a state
of flux.

The Ocean Shores Peninsula is composed entirely of accreted land,
illustrated in the succession of dune ridges, as many as 19, which
graphically document the ocean's retreat.

Now many small lakes and

marshes dot the Ocean Shores Peninsula, the result of an offshore sand
bar being built up to the point where it encloses the lagoon behind it
(111. #4)6

The new lake, soon influenced by the fresh water table,

becomes in time a fresh water lake or marsh.

Though most of these

lakes ultimately have been filled in, the land just north of Oyehut
and north of the jetty has escaped man's development and presently
exhibits these original lagoon lakes.

Because of the peninsula's low lying character of accreted land, the
entire area is very susceptible to flooding and outwash as a result
of high tides.

This high flooding potential results from both the

elevation (high of 20 feet and an average of 12 feet) and the sand
and sand-based soils.

This fragile existence of the peninsula world

is described best by James Phipps, Geologist and Oceanographer, who

r
I

points out that an unexpected combination of 95 knot offshore winds

[

r
[

with a 14 foot tide might well destroy most of the Ocean Shores
Peninsula in three hours.

The possibility of a tidal wave could well

accomplish the same disaster.7

The accretion of land which makes up Ocean Shores is due in part to the
northward drift of coastal sand which is graphically exhibited by the
northward migration of the mouths of Connor Creek, 2.3 miles, and the
IlilllHitlHi;
ill.5

Copalis River, 2,300 feet (111. #5).

are the areas outside the alluvial zone and those involving outcroppings of bedrock.

r
r

The exceptions to this pattern

The northward drift, however, of stream mouths

is a cyclical event, where the dune ridge paralleling a stream is
eventually breached by the sea, thus shortening the stream and beginning
the drift cycle again.

Hence the lakes north of the mouths of Connor

Creek and the Copalis River illustrate that at one time the stream

r

outlets to the sea extended yet further north than today.

r
[
r

The northern extreme of the Columbia River alluvium and the pivot

I

r

point of beach accretion and erosion is Copalis Head.

North of

Copalis Head the beaches are erosional, though in the same 58 year
study period, Phipps finds little change in the shoreline.8

The sea

cliffs too in this area show the results of erosion, however slow.
This extremely slow erosional pattern is further evidenced by the
local residences 1 success in maintaining wood piling bulkheads at
Roosevelt and Pacific Beaches over the years, bulkheads which protect
their property.

Obviously, these still effective bulkheads show the

beach front as being close to an equilibrium state, neither retreating

nor advancing.

The geology of North Beach, in conclusion, exhibits the forces of
nature which shaped and continue to shape the area.

These forces are

first exhibited in a historical sense with the exposure of tertiary
sandstones in the form of slowly eroding cliffs and basalt upheavals.
Secondly, in a more recent sense, with the accretion of the Ocean
Shores Peninsula from the Columbia River alluvium and the cyclical
migration of stream mouths resulting from the northward movement of
these alluvial sands.

These events establish three unique geological zones in the North Beach
area; the accretional duneland of the Ocean Shores Peninsula, the low
lying area of stream mouth migration, and the erosional cliffs of the
area north of Copalis Head.

These zones combine at North Beach, pro

viding a full spectrum of beach geology and lending the fascination of
change which contributes to the area's popularity as unspoiled coastline.

SOIL CHARACTERISTICS
While the five soil types already discussed present a basic geological
outline of North Beach, a further description of the properties of
parent materials involved couples these overall geological charac
teristics to the factors directly influencing land development.

An

understanding, therefore, of the characteristics of soil types in
light of their geological origins will contribute to responsible land
development and building design.

The factors determining the properties of a soil explain how various
soils originally formed, thus, describing their composition and
capabilities.

The first of five factors deals with the physical and

mineralogical composition of the parent material and determines the
general category under which a particular parent material qualifies,
such as marine sediments, glacial outwash, or transported sand.

Marine

sediments, for example, are characterized as hardpan, and though a
stable soil this parent material is potentially highly erosional and
unreceptive to water permeation.

Glacial outwash, conversely, is a

stable soil type with a high rate of permeability; whereas transported
sands receive severely unfavorable ratings in most categories.

The

second factor brings into consideration the climate under which the
soil material has accumulated and has existed since accumulation.
This climatic consideration explains the very weathered gravels and
sandstone composition of the cliffs north of Iron Springs.

Topography

becomes the third issue and plays a decisive part in soil development.
Erosion, the leaching of minerals, and the accumulation of minerals,
depending on slope and topographical convolutions, all serve to modify
soil types.

Living organisms, the fourth factor, also play a decisive

role in soil formation here.

Decomposition, for example, of organic

material alters soil chemical composition; thereby affecting the
nature of the soil.

The beach origin soils, on the other hand, at

Ocean Shores illustrate where parent beach sands have not been altered
significantly; thereby these sands do not constitute true soils.

An

only exception to this rule are the netart soils of the Ocean Shores
Peninsula which identify the more stable pre-jetty soils which now

support trees.

Duneland soils, therefore, are examples of soils still

in the formation stage where the ocean and the wind still have great
influence in soil formation.

Consequently, the dunes are yet very

vulnerable to disruption by man.

Breaching of the primary dune by

beach access roads and trampling of dune vegetation by human traffic
increase the likelihood of wind-eroded blowouts and deep dune erosion;
thus, endangering development behind the primary dune.

The fifth and

last factor is the length of time the forces of soil formation have
acted on the parent material.9

Each of these five factors in turn is

influenced by time because, of course, soil properties as dynamic
entities, change through time.

These five influencing factors dictate the character of each of the
soil series shown in the soils chart.

Significant too are the three

primary categories of land types integral with the area under con
sideration.

The first category combines all the soils of beach sand

(ill-6)

origin together as illustrated in Figure 1-1.

These soils are the

ocosta series (11A), the yaquina series (88A), the netart series
(95M), duneland (DL) and coastal beaches (CB).

These soils are

characterized by severe development limitations, a high water table,
and susceptibility to flooding.
poorly drained soils together.

The second category groups the
These soils are the nemah series

(32A), the wishkah series (91A), the orcus series (OP), the rennie
series (42A), and rough broken land (RB).

These soils have high clay

and sandstone content and are characterized by hard pan, steep slopes,
high water table, and poor development potential.

The third and final
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category contains the well-drained and stable soils.

These are the

hoquiam series (34E, 33D, 34A, 34L, 54L), the dabob series (48A), and
the copalis series (16L, 16D).

Basically, these are the only soils

with uniformly good development characteristics.

These soils are

gravelly in composition, well-drained, and erosion resistive in nature.10
These soils are found on the high terraces, Mocups Flat, overlooking
the beaches north of Conner Creek.

Because of their location in re

lation to the cliffs and steep sloping areas, the underlying soils must
be considered as to their slump potential in that they affect the soils
reposing on them.

One problem develops in these areas north of the

Copalis River where bands of hardpan clays are stratified in the sand
stone and siltstone ground underlayment.

Dr. Phipps describes the

problem as a high potential for slump and landslide, where the clay
tends to liquify when supercharged with water from a heavy rainfall or
even from a leaky pipe or septic tank drainfield.

Phipps states that,

"the coincidence of four inches of rain in twenty-four hours and a
mild earthquake, the seismic area being relatively active, could bring
the whole bluff down in areas where the clay banding is present.nil
The areas from Copalis Head to Roosevelt Beach are highly susceptible
to slump, consequently the area demands special consideration.

As previously defined, the characteristics of each soil type can
greatly affect development and design conditions for a given area of
North Beach.

Responsible development will then identify the soil

characteristics at a given area and respond appropriately to them.

SEISMIC DESCRIPTION
Dr. Phipps, in his discussion of the Iron Springs Bluff, brings another
important factor into consideration by describing the incidences of
earthquakes in the area and their impact on the geology and soils of
North Beach.

The North Beach area is a fairly active earthquake zone, being in the
Zone IV rating area.

On the average, there is one 4.5 to 6.0 earth

quake every twenty or so years.

Since 1904, there have been seven

recorded land shocks and one offshore shock.

The largest of these

occurred on March 16, 1904 and is estimated to have reached 8.0-10.0
on the Richter scale.

Reports from the Indians in the area describe

the beds of local rivers raised twenty to thirty feet, throwing the
streams out of their channels and creating in some cases several large
lakes.12

Where earthquakes make their greatest impact is through liquification
of water-saturated clays and silts, producing landslides and slumps.
Another phenomenon caused by earthquakes, especially offshore shocks,
are tidal waves which are devastating to lowlying coastal areas and
are difficult to predict.

The last tidal wave was in the summer of

1964, coincidentlly, just before the development building boom at
Ocean Shores.

The frequency of earthquakes necessitates consideration of a soil's

tendency to liquify when vibrated.

This critical condition becomes

significant when builders evaluate the choicer areas being developed
currently.

For instance, at Iron Springs, one slump has already

occurred in the cliff front as the result of water from a leaky pipe
where no earth tremor was involved.
were well drained glacier soils.

The soils above the band of clay

However, when the underlying clay

strata liquified the whole section slid, illustrating well the part
which underlaying soil strata plays in relation to earthquake-provoked
soil slides.

MINERALS AND OWNERSHIP
The mining of minerals in the North Beach area is restricted to nonmetalic deposits of rock quarried for flue and aggregate purposes,
though there are residual traces of precious metalic minerals.

The most recent publication regarding the presence of metalic minerals
in the area dates from 1906.

This old report describes small amounts

of gold, silver and precious stones in the glacial origin black sands
of the upper extremes of North Beach.

However, the amount available

must be small because there is no mining whatsoever done in the area.
The precious metals mentioned in the report seem to be in the beach
itself, thereby controlled under the authority of the State of
Washington.

Non-metalic minerals quarried include silica sands, basalt, plus sand
and gravel, all privately owned operations.

One other interesting

non-metalic mineral found in the area is the presence of oil trapped
under the tertiary sediments.

Since 1955, ten oil companies have

supported exploration parties in the area, and one test well at Ocean
City reportedly, "... strongly showed oil."13

The reports and results

of this exploration are not available to the public.

Thus far, non-

metalic minerals have little effect on the local economy, yet in the
future the presence of oil may play a significant role.

In conclusion, the geology of the North Beach area represents a
dramatic culmination of the forces of nature.

This is shown in a

historic sense with the formation of parent soils and basement strata
which are exposed north of Iron Springs.

Also, in a more recent sense,

the jetties have contributed to the formation of the coastline and the
new soils maturing there.

The properties of soils and the impact of

earthquake play an important part, as do mineral assets, in an
evaluation of the overall geological character of the area.

Together,

these factors give the area its rugged appeal, providing a dynamic
environment and offering favorable development opportunities when
implemented within the geological context of North Beach.

FOOTNOTES
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INTRODUCTION
The investigation of surface conditions is a twofold process which
brings into comparison the topographical configuration of the North
Beach environments with the vegetation and its resulting forms and
textures.

The relationship of topography and vegetation is catalyzed

by the relentless forces of the wind and its salt content.

The result

varies in each of three definite environments, but varies along a
common vein, such that patterns are different, but the framework is
the same.

Consequently are found the characteristics of the topography:

first, contours; second, erosion; and third, floodplains.

Each has its

own manifestation in each of the environments and in turn influences
vegetation type and form.

Hence, those characteristics of surface

conditions are shown to be interrelated and for that matter, inseparable
within the context of North Beach.

TOPOGRAHY
CONTOURS
North Beach provides a full spectrum of sea to land connections
comprised of three zones of varying surface conditions.

The Ocean

Shores Peninsula, first, illustrates a flat dune environment with a
maximum elevation of twenty feet.

On the other hand, second, are

the areas where the ground slopes to the beach showing varied patterns
of transition from beach to timberline.

The areas of extreme slope,

namely the cliffs and escarpments north of Copalis Head, comprise the
third zone and show a sharp transition from beach to timberline (111.
#'s 21-29).

Abundant examples of these three zones may be found.

Ocean Shores

Peninsula, for example, and the areas of wide beaches farther north,
characterize the first topographical zone.
does not exceed twenty feet.

Here, the maximum elevation

The general land configuration is com

posed of a series of consecutive dune ridges up to fourteen feet in
height with intermittent deflation planes conforming to the height of
the local water table.

The bumpy landscape offers some protection to

the leeward side of the dunes, thereby propagating various successions
of dune vegetation.

Another aspect of this area are the bogs and sandy

tidal flats which are alternately exposed or covered by tidal action.
The harbor side of the Ocean Shores Peninsula presents a similar
picture; however, it shows an accumulation of sediments of other than

sandy composition characterized by muds and oozes.

With the ebb of

the tide, most of Grays Harbor empties, leaving miles of this mud
exposed.

Correspondingly, at the peak of the following cycle, the

entire area is again completely covered with water.

To the seaward

side of the peninsula and northward to Copalis Head, the tidal areas
are of a hard sandy character and are lineally exposed for as much as
a third of a mile at the ebb of the tide.

This extreme exposure of

the beach is due to the exceedingly flat, planar nature of the intertidal zone at this point.

The development limitations in this area are clearly severe, with the
topography offering little protection from wind and wave action.

This

especially becomes a problem when a builder is seeking an intimate
connection with the ocean through close proximity to beach or through
height which is necessary to establish a visual connection over the
advancing primary dune.

The second zone includes the areas with only one primary dune or only
a seasonal dune line, which begins the sloping transition from beach
to land, reaching a conclusion at an average elevation of 125 feet.
The 125 foot mark is the average elevation above sea level of the top
of the sandstone plateau marking the extent of the prehistoric
continental shelf and the conclusion of this zone.

The areas north

of Connor Creek south to Copalis Head, as well as similar areas at
Iron Springs, Roosevelt Beach and on northward, exemplify this
continuity from the planar beach to the landmass, sloping to a

conclusion at the timberline.

These areas vary greatly in land form,

and have not yet been eroded by the ocean into the cliff forms further
north.

A variation on this theme are the areas in the cliff face

which have been heavily eroded by streams or funneling waves forming
a pocket beach, thus qualifying these areas, however small they are in
scale.

Therefore, these beach transition areas offer the best oppor

tunities of the three zones for building development because of the
sheltering aspects of the vegetation forms and the options for the
physical location of sites in relation to prevailing winds and waves.
Furthermore, the leeward side of the pocket beaches provide good
protection from the wind and still allow an intimate though oblique
connection with the beach.

Thus, the success of development depends

on the use of site positioning and the use of the sheltering potential
of the vegetation forms.

Next, the third zone is typified by high cliffs, no duneland, with a
short beach completely washed by the tides.

Here, the transition from

beach to high ground is extremely abrupt, traveling vertically as much
as one hundred feet.

These areas characterize the composition of the

seaward side of Moclips Flat, illustrating the erosional nature and
extreme exposure of the area.

In this zone, the area best for

development is high atop the cliffs giving a good vantage point and
offering a spectacular visual connection to the sea.

However, many

problems as to soil stability and exposure to winds are further
complicated by the lack of a physical connection to the beach.

Also,

offshore winds are compounded in force as they strike the cliff face

and are funneled up the cliff at accelerated velocities, making any
type of building projection in this area extremely hazardous.

In conclusion, the three zones, together, cover the full spectrum of
beach front configuration, each with their assets and liabilities,
and each outlining differing methods of development.

Consequently,

the maintenance of the area's natural characteristics, identifying
that character, and application to development begin to outline the
essence of responsible environmental design within the context of
the environment.

EROSION
Erosion and erosion potential play an important part in the analysis
of North Beach.

Erosion by the wind, wave, and surface water con

tinually shape and carve every facet of the environment, including the
land forms and the vegetation.

Here, as seen before, the three zones

comprising North Beach are each affected differently — the dune zone
by sand movement, the beach transition zone by wind impact, and the
cliff zone by surface water and wave action.

To begin with, the movement of sand by each of the three erosional
factors (wind, wave, and surface water) completely control the
formation of the dune zone windblown sand.

The trapping of that sand

by dune vegetation begins the formation of the primary dune and sand
addition to other dune ridges behind.

Wave action, then, either adds

or substracts from the primary dune.

The Ocean Shores Pininsula shows

a prominent sand addition trend to form primary dunes; yet a severe
storm may erode much sand and even breach the primary dune.

Surface

water, lastly, can greatly affect this area through super saturating
the ground with fresh rain water, thereby maintaining a high water
table and providing fresh water for dune vegetation.

Flooding of

deflation planes and other low areas also occurs, and these areas are
slowly filled in with sand from the higher dune ridges (111. #7).

In

addition, any thoughts of building development of this area must take
flooding, poorly drained soils, drifting sands, and the wash potential
of the ocean into consideration.

The dune environment, then, is

transient in nature and highly susceptible to change from a multitude
of sources.

The second area, the beach transition zone, is most affected by the
wind's shaping and carving of the vegetation.

Generally this zone is

in equilibrium in regard to erosion of the landmass.

The area south

of Copalis Head is to a degree accretional and the areas north are
generally erosional, but at such a slow rate as to be, for all practical
purposes, in equilibrium.

The vegetation here is also in a state of

equilibrium; yet it serves as a graphic indicator of the impact wind
has on the area.

Vegetation begins at the vegetation line, just above

the highwater mark on the beach, and increases in density until small
stunted trees form a dense mat which approximates the curve of the
rising ground.

As it recedes from the vegetation line, this wind-

stunted growth gradually rises to the height of mature trees of the
timberline, far back from the beach.

The erosional potential of the

wind, consequently, does not affect the landmass; however, it greatly
shapes and curves the vegetation giving the beach front its singular
form.

FLQQDPLAIN
Potential floodplains and areas affected by high tides play an impor
tant part in the evaluation of North Beach surface conditions and
must be identified as hazardous areas for development.

Areas susceptible

to flooding occur in three groupings at the North Beach:

the inter-

tidal zone, streams affected by the tides, and upland source flooding
of streams themselves.

These areas are by no means unfit for develop

ment; they only require special consideration which comes from an
understanding of the nature and extent of the hazard and how to best
deal with it.

It is important in these locations, then, to identify

the extent of a 100-year flood threat, thereby, allowing for nearly
any condition within the average life of a building.

The intertidal zone, to begin with, is the area between the extreme
low tide level and the extreme high tide mark, with the high water
mark being 400 yards or so beyond this point or an elevation of
thirteen feet.

This figure is reinforced by the Shorelines Management

Act of 1971, which states that no structure may be built nearer than
200 feet from the mean high water mark.1

These figures identify most

of the Ocean Shores Peninsula and a great deal of the duneland north
of there as an area for potential flooding within the context of a

100 year flood.

The areas mentioned here are heavily developed in

respect to the remainder of North Beach; the risks are balanced
against the attractive benefits received from locating development
within these areas.

The responsibilities, however, must be taken also

to provide protection from the inevitable 100 year condition in a
fashion responsible to the caprices of nature.

The second area includes those streams which are influenced by the
tidal cycle.

All streams in the North Beach area are influenced in

some way by the tides, the most notable of these being the Copalis
River and Connor Creek.

Both estuaries flood their banks with every

high tide, a condition affecting bottom land for several miles upstream
from their respective mouths.

The presence of the orcus soils series

in these floodplain areas identify the potential extent of flooding
and provide a means of extrapolation with respect to other areas of
similar soil conditions with similar flood threat.

These other areas of similar soil conditions are affected by ground
water and surface runoff from streams and flooding periods during
times of intense rainfall.

These areas, like the extent of a 100 year

tide, are not well documented; thus a certain amount of extrapolation
from the Shorelines Management Act of 1971 and the presence of the
orcus soil type can illuminate this issue prior to development.

The

Act prevents any development within 200 feet of the mean high water
mark and uses the orcus soil as an indicator of the 100 year flooding
potential.

This potential translates into a set of requirements and

limitations for development which, if followed, would respond
correctly to the environment and prevent inconsistent development.

Correct response to the environment, in conclusion, s-hould precede
development of any lasting kind.

Identification of the various

topographical issues, namely contours, erosion, and flooding are a
part of this understanding and without them development of any kind
not responding to the forces of nature would be eventually destroyed
by those very forces.

VISUAL ASPECTS
GROUND FORM AND TEXTURE
The visual aspects of North Beach must be considered with the same
intensity as the geological and topographic considerations.

The

visual aesthetics, that is sensitivity to form and texture, patterns
and geometry of nature, will be continued through identification of
factors essential for evaluation before any development occurs.

Each

of these visual considerations take on different forms within the
context of the three North Beach environments; dune, transition beach,
and cliff environments.

First, the dune environment, predominantly the Ocean Shores Peninsula,
provides a variety of textures within the repetition of dune ridges
which make up the ground form, an undulating meadow of consecutive
dune ridges and deflation planes parallel with the ocean.

These dune

ridges are of differing states of repair, where the greater the distance
from the ocean the less choppy are the undulations.

Here, the overall

form is underwritten and blunted by the wind, such that the form be
comes planar in context, resembling the planar nature of the sea with
its undulation character, both of course equally dependent on the wind.
Next, the beach between duneland and the wash of the ocean serves as
the transition of the two.

This flat planar beach is featureless,

with the exception of driftwood and ripple marks in the sand, and thus
provides the link in the continuum from the ocean on one hand to the

rippling sea of dunes on the other.

The textures are fluidly inter

woven in the continuum of ocean-to-dune in a very delicate way.

The

ocean itself provides a kaleidoscope of textures, both bright and
smooth, or veiled and rough, but when coming in contact with the beach
the shallow water flattens out the bold curves conforming the wash of
the surf to the flat plain of the beach.
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At the maximum extension of

the wash flotsam and jetsam are deposited, leaving a thin dividing line
on the flat beach where wave can reach no farther and where the wind

ill. 8

begins its work.

The wind blows and drifts the beach sand around the

remains of longer extensions of the ocean's reach, not unlike the drift
patterns of snow.

From here, the drifting sand begins to accumulate

around grasses and sedges which anchor the sand and begin the foundations
of a primary dune.

This sparse vegetation struggles up the face of the

primary dune in small clumps and over the top into the leeward side of
the dune where the violence of wave and salt laden wind are softened
(111. #8).

The grasses flourish in a rippling carpet of gold and green

flowing backward from the ocean.

Joining their ranks at some greater

distance from the ocean are hardy bushes and stunted trees which band
together in clumps until the harbor is reached where the salt marsh
makes the transition from land to the water of the harbor.

Thus the

textures and forms of the Ocean Shores Peninsula are identified,
illustrating pointedly for the potential developer the importance of
shelter from wind and wave provided by the dune ecosystem.

The next area, the transition beach zone, embodies a transition similar
to the dune environment with the exception that the beach is steeper

and the surf and chop beyond are closer to shore.

The planar beach

is still a transition zone; however the landward response is a com
pletely different reaction to the form-giver common to both land and
ocean, the wind.

From the line of flotsam and jetsam landward, the influence of the
wind is much more spectacular and graphically represented.

Here, as

seen before, the pioneer dune vegetation begins to develop and creep
toward the ocean.

The beach is much narrower and dunes have no chance

to form because winter storms wash the entire area, uprooting plants
and scattering the summer's accumulation of sand.

This is best seen at

Roosevelt Beach where the slope of the beach gradually increases in
proportion to the distance to the ocean, and the curve of the landmass
continues the increasing slope up to the level of Moclips Flat, the
inland sandstone plateau.

Some grasses escape the wash of the ocean

because they hold a place far enough up the slope of the beach as to
avoid all but the strongest waves.

The wind, then, begins its work

by killing all but those plants which expose the least of themselves
to the wind by hugging the sand and rising no more than a few inches.
These plants, then, form a windbreak sufficient for sedges of slightly
greater height to take root, which, in turn, provide a larger windbreak
for the taller grasses, a dense barrier to the salt winds.

This

sheltered area gives bushes and stunted trees a chance to root and
begin the next higher level, in turn sheltering slightly taller growth
behind and so on until the timberline is reached where only the tops
of the mature trees are affected by the wind.

The result is a

beautifully sculpted sweep of vegetation, each sheltering those behind,
forming a dense mat of vegetation, almost impervious to the destructive
gusts of wind deflected up and over the beachfront.

Underneath the

canopy, the trees are bare and undergrowth is limited by the penetration
of light into the usually dark undercanopy.

The undercanopy is

surprisingly open and carpeted with delicate shade tolerant vegetation
and molds growing on many year's accumulation of needles and twigs.

Because of the interdependence of canopy plant species, the area is
very sensitive to interruption.

For instance, should part of the

canopy be removed, the area of canopy behind is left unprotected and
would die, if not from direct exposure to the salt winds, then by the
force of the wind itself breaking off this deviation from the curve
of the canopy.

This is seen in the areas where a section was logged

or burned, leaving only a few trees which soon outgrew the regenerating
vegetation and were broken off at a height close to the height of the
upgrowing canopy.

The third environment, the cliff zone, again shows a completely
different transition from ocean to timberline.

In this case, the

effects of the ocean are more obvious than the effects of the wind.
For the most part, the area north of Iron Springs best illustrates
the characteristics of this environment.

As seen with the transition

beach zone, the entire beach is washed by the ocean and in this case
the beach is erosional.

Thus, during winter storms, the ocean batters

the cliffs contributing to slides and fractures of the monolithic

sandstone.

These cliffs serve as a barrier to offshore winds,

channeling the winds, accelerating their velocity up the face of the
cliffs.

The behavior of the wind here is illustrated by the gulls which

soar hundreds of feet above the beach riding the upwelling air currents.

Vegetation, on top of the cliffs in equilibrium areas mimic the same
curve as the transition beach zone except where vegetation grows on the
cliff face, there the curve begins from the vertical rather than the
horizontal.

In erosional areas, the taller back canopy trees are ex

posed by the dropping off of the cliff and sometimes blown over or
broken by the force of the wind deflected up the face of the cliff.

In the cliff zone, there is no real continuum from ocean to timberline
as seen previously; yet the texture of the ocean, beach, and in most
cases the curve of the vegetation are similar.

The exposed expanses

of sandstone lend the area an entirely different character, which
seems to exemplify even more dynamically the forces of nature through
understanding erosion by the ocean, giving a rougher texture of sharp
angles where the cliff face is split and fractured and collapsed to
the beach.

Together, texture and ground form give the cliff zone the most
dramatic character of the three, because it best shows the power of
the ocean and the strength of the wind, thereby, embodying the forces
of nature most completely into its character.

To summarize, the collective aspects of all three environments with
respect to ground form and texture are shown in the singular identity
of each zone.

This definition in character is manifested where the

forces incident on the area are frozen for all to see, to appreciate,
and to learn from.

Responsible development of these areas involves

recognition of each limitation, such as not interrupting pioneer dune
vegetation, nor removing in a harmful way part of the vegetation
canopy, nor developing the cliff edges in erosional areas.

But,

within the framework of limitations can be woven development guide
lines which exploit the area in a way both beneficial to nature and
to man.

EDGES
The edge conditions of the beach environment follow closely with ground
form and texture by further limiting additional transition zones and
areas of a particular nature, as opposed to those of a more readily
definable character adjacent perhaps to them.

The identification of

edges begins to establish boundaries and areas of similar character
and when taken in sequence, show the consecutive stages of the
continuum from ocean to timberline, or any other degree of succes
sion.

An analysis of edge conditions becomes extremely important

when considering development within one of these edge-defined
territories or when development overlaps one or more of these
territories.

Each has its own character, and though there is some

overlap between them, sensitive development must respond to this
alternate character if for no other reason than simple survival and

avoidance of the potentially destructive forces of wind and water.
Here at the oceanside, any nonconformity among builders or developers
with the dictates of the forces of nature certainly courts disaster.
This theory is substantiated by nature itself — taller trees are
broken off at the upper line of the vegetation canopy.

The edges of the dune environment of the Ocean Shores Peninsula are
very lineal and generally parallel the ocean.

There are six succes

sive edges making the transition from the ocean to the most developed
stage of plant succession (111. #9).

The first three of the six deal

exclusively with the transition from ocean to land.

These first edge

conditions are transient and operate over a wide area depending on the
tidal cycle.

The first of these is the area where ocean swells reach

shallow water, where the waves break and roll forming the line of surf
characteristic of any ocean beach.

The second edge is at the point

where the wash from the surf expends all Its energy and conforms to
the flat plain of the beach until it begins to retreat or is absorbed
into the wet sand.

This line is as equally vague as the surf line in

that it changes with each wave, though within a set pattern.

DUNELAND CONTEXT
ill. 9 +12

The upper

extent of the tidal wash is the third edge and is recognized by the
line of flotsam and jetsam accumulated from the previous tides.

All

three of these edges operate within linear bands, the width of which
is defined by the ebb and flow of the tides.

The last three edge conditions present in the peninsula area make the
transition from the beach to the landmass itself.

These edges are as

before somewhat transient in nature but as distance from the ocean
increases, the edge becomes more rigid in a daily and a seasonal time
frame.

The first of these is the vegetation line from which the

Shorelines Management Act measures its 200 foot corridor zone.
the vegetation line the primary dune begins.

At

The primary dune ridge

and subsequent ridges are the result of pioneering dune vegetation;
thus, the primary dune does not constitute an edge condition, whereas,
the vegetation line does.

The second edge is seen at some distance

landward of the primary dune where the grasses and sedges begin to
intermix with low bushes and shrubs.

Because of this change in vege

tation, the duneland soils begin to mature with the added injection
of organic material and as a result, the freshwater table becomes less
susceptible to salt water fluctuations.

These factors, then, pave the

way for the third and final edge in the duneland environment, namely
the point where stunted trees begin to grow among the grasses and
bushes, which in time will shelter the developing forest further to
leeward.

In the North Beach area, vegetation seems to play the part

of the back dune, which is absent from this environment, thereby pro
viding shelte"r for proceeding vegetation.

Together, these six edges

constitute the continuum from ocean to beach to landmass.

The

differences in the duneland environment graphically illustrate pre
requisites for responsible development, demanding that builders
cooperate with the forces of nature.

In the ocean's transition to the beach and in the transition from beach
to vegetation line, the differences are partially in the distance between
edges and partially in the distance from the vegetation line to the
timberline.

The beach below this zone is much narrower and the

presenca of sand dunes is at best a seasonal feature, such that the
summer accumulation of sand provides no shelter for the succession
of plants.

The plants, therefore, themselves must provide the shelter.

As before, edges are present at the surf line, the wash line, and the
high -tide line, making a smooth transition from ocean to beach (111. #10).
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TRANSITION CONTEXT
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Yet, because of the sloping nature of the site, the vegetation is
literally blown up the hillside, thus maintaining the transitions and
edges, though over a much smaller distance.

The transition from vege

tation line to the bush and shrub line is squeezed much tighter, as are
the line of stunted trees and the seventh edge, which is the timberline
where the wind only slightly affects the tops of the trees.
Again, the continuum from ocean to the landmass is made fluidly, but
because of the physical shape of the site, the transitions within the
continuum take on different characteristics, producing a completely
different environment, one which embodies in its configuration the
forces of nature incident on the North Beach site.

The final example of edge conditions and transitions is the cliff
environment north of Iron Springs.

This area presents a very differ

ent character because the smooth transition seen before is interrupted
and displaced by the erosional cliffs which characterize the area.

In

this area, the beach narrows further to the point where winter tides
wash over the beach to the base of the cliffs (111. //II).

CLIFF CONTEXT

ill. 11+ 14

The edge

created by flotsam and jetsam is confused in the winter; thus, the
base of the cliff becomes a barrier to the ocean, establishing a
relatively stable edge.

This condition is only temporarily affected

by slides and fractures of the cliffs where the edge is moved seaward.
To continue, the top of the cliff establishes another edge where the
transition from vertical to horizontal occurs.

This situation is seen

on erosional cliffs where the lower portion of the curving has been
removed.

An example of cliffs other than on erosional condition is

an area just south of Iron Springs where the cliffs have been in a
state of equilibrium for a long enough period to allow growth of vege
tation on the cliff face.

This vegetation is then blown up the hill

side and over the top, rounding this transition off with the same
succession of plant types and heights as seen in the level transition
beach environment.

The edge in this case is at the vegetation line

on the cliff face, beginning with bushes and stunted trees, yet
excluding the pioneer grasses and sedges.

In conclusion, the cliff environment exhibits four edge conditions
which include the surf line, the wash line, the cliff base, and the
cliff top or vegetation line.

These four transition zones make the

connection from the ocean to the landmass, providing another completely
different environment.

To summarize, the three environmental types derive their character
from a combination of land configuration and the nature of the
transition zones which provide the connection

from the ocean to the

landmass.

These transition zones, then, become extremely important

when the development of them becomes an issue because the edges
defining the zones can become tools and indicators for safe and
successful development.

GEOMETRY AND PATTERN OF SURROUNDINGS
The geometry and pattern of the three North Beach environments pro
vide the organizing framework into which ground form and texture,
as well as edges are applied.

The geometry of the three environments

varies greatly in spite of similar connections to the ocean and beach.
This connection originates from the application of the various edges
and transition areas to varying land forms.

This combination results

in a very strong definition of geometric shapes and a variety of
patterns, all with the common thread running through them of the
forces of wind and sea.

The dune environment of the Ocean Shores Peninsula is organized around
the undulating succession of dune ridges beginning with the flat planar
beach and ending with the interior waters of Grays Harbor.

Within

this framework of equal spaced and equal height dune ridges, the
entire dune environment exists, drawing its geometry and pattern from
the configuration of the land form, the extent of the vegetation, and
the forces acting on the area (111. #12).

The resulting geometries

include very simple sloping planes which form the beaches, extend to
the washboard duneland, and then follow the very gently curve of low
sedges to taller grasses, and terminate with the shrubs and stunted

trees.

Likewise, the patterns here are simple and easily identified

by watching the wind drift sand around obstacles, creating scallops
and ripple marks.

Other distinct characteristics include the primary

dune is made up of ridges, hollows, and planes all molded together by
the wind into an infinite combination of hummocks, bumps, and soft
cones.

The grasses here behind these primary dunes echos the ripples

in the sand as they sway in the breeze.

The transition beach environment is similarly organized geometrically,
but the broad, sweeping transition zones of the duneland environment
are squeezed quite tightly together, accentuating the bold sweeping
curve of succession vegetation (111. #13).

In this case, the sweep

of grasses to low shrubs to trees is the organizing geometry.

The

textural considerations for the beach, therefore, are similar to
those of the duneland beach; however the texture of vegetation differs
greatly.

In this situation the vegetation from the low grass to the

timberline is woven together into a very dense mat by the deflection
of the wind; however the various edge conditions are visible and pro
vide for a transition of texture as well as the other transitions
associated with these edges.

The spike-like shoots of Marriam grass

forms one texture, the broad leaves of Salal characterize the
succeeding zone.

Lastly, the woven fingers of Fir and Spruce branches

brings the vegetation mat up to the timberline trees behind.

Next, the cliff environment offers the greatest variety of geometry
and texture.

This area combines the geometry and texture of the beach

and the vegetation canopy with cliff faces in equilibrium or in stages
of erosion (111. #14).

The geometry resulting from this erosion as

seen in the cliff faces shows clean fracturing, giving the cliff a
faceted appearance.

Likewise, landslides made up of large sandstone

boulders and finer materials give the cliff face a rough though planar
surface.

Slump too, plays a part in the geometry of the cliff faces

such that materials overlaying clay strata will run off like water as
a slump occurs, leaving the flat surface of the underlying sandstone.
Cliffs in equilibrium, as mentioned before, have varying degrees of
vegetation growth on their face, a situation which softens the tran
sition from vertical cliff face to horizontal cliff top with a graceful
curve tying the vertical to the horizontal.

The textures involved also present a unique combination of those
characteristics of the dune environment with those related to the
transition beach's vegetation canopy.

The resulting geometry of

the cliff zone, the transition beach zone, and the duneland zone
outline the spectra of textural characteristics for the North Beach
environment.

The visual aspects of North Beach involve the full gambit of ground
form and texture, edges, and geometry and pattern, which all con
tribute to the understanding of nature and the forces which form and
carve the area.

The identification of these factors outlines the

overall visual aesthetics of the environment, and it is woven into
a continuous flow from one environment to another.

Thus, the

topographical issues and the visual characteristics of North Beach
contribute equally to the beauty and character of the area.

In conclusion, the maintenance of the visual continuity of the environ
ment, the preservation of the overall image, and the development within
context of the site provide direction and goal for any development.
To disregard the data pertaining to potential damage by wind and water
courts disaster.

To deviate from this general form is to violate the

aesthetics of the area, both in the physical as well as in the visual
aspects of the site since such a close connection exists between
nature's forces environmental form.

FOOTNOTES
Washington State Office of Community Development, "Shorelines
Management Master Program Grays Harbor County" (Olympia: Washington
State Planning Commission, June 3, 1974), p. 43.

3 microclimate
SUN
WIND
PRECIPITATION
VEGETATION
OCEAN

INTRODCTION
The subsurface and surface conditions both are greatly influenced by
the forces of nature.

To produce the effects on vegetation cover and

on geological appearance, the forces of wind, ocean, precipitation,
are necessarily severe.

Their shaping process is thorough and

relentless, such that deviations, say in growth, or nonconformities
in landmass are quickly brought into conformity or destroyed.

The

identification of these forces, therefore, is probably more important
than identification of their violent results because this last set of
environmental factors is the cause of much of the basic character of
North Beach environment.

Development of this area must first take the

forces into consideration and then conform within those parameters.

SUN
The first of these environmental forces is the sun and its areas of
influence, which include the time the sun is visible through skycover,
mild or extreme temperatures, accompanying degree days, and seasonal
sun angles.

Sky conditions, according to the Grays Harbor Literature Survey, are
available from observations at North Head.

These reports show a scant

18% average clear days a year where the sky is less than 30% overcast.1
The remaining 82% are days that are partly cloudy, 40%-70% overcast,
and cloudy at 80% and greater overcast.2

The appeal, then, of North

Beach to tourists and others does not rest on the number of completely
sunny days available at the beach.

The mild temperatures of this coastal area are due to the consistently
overcast weather conditions, relief from direct rays of the sun, a type
of cloud-derived greenhouse effect.

These mild temperatures affect

geology and vegetation, in terms of growing periods, and in turn, play
a large part in the shaping of the area.

From data available at Point Grenville, a few miles north of Moclips,
extremes, averages, and trends in temperature have been noted.

First,

the average minimum and maximum temperatures from the Point Orchville
station vary only 10° F for each month of the year.

For instance,

the winter minimum temperatures range from 28° F to 35° F and the
winter maximum temperatures range from 38° F to 45° F with temperatures
below 20° F only one to five nights a year.3

Conversely, the summer

temperatures average around 60° with only three to ten days a year over
80° F.4

These warmer days result from a westward flow of warm air from

the interior of Washington.

In spite of this movement of warm air, the

North Beach retains a cool average temperature because of the influence
partially of the cold water of the ocean.

This mildness is well

illustrated by the average number of heating degree days from the most
applicable point of reference, Aberdeen.

The yearly average of degree

days as measured in Aberdeen, situated on the shore of Grays Harbor,
(not too far removed from the context of North Beach to be applicable)
totals 5,349.5

This figure represents the number of hours a year

heating is needed to provide an environment warmed to 65° F.

In addition to skycover and temperature, the seasonal sun angles and
daylight hours describe in what manner the sun directs its light and
warmth.

These angles are rather low because of the 47° latitude North

Beach occupies.

The maximum summer sun angle is 66°, sweeping 250°

from the ENE to the WNW.

Conversely, the winter maximum is 19°,

sweeping 108° from the SE to the SW.

These conditions, by themselves,

are quite adequate for solar energy capturing devices; however, when
coupled with the features of extensive skycover, the potential of
these systems is rendered quite small.

Thus, solar potential in both a recreation sense and an energy sense

is slight.

However, the effect of solar influenced factors is

considerable, as with the low freeze-thaw influence in a geological
sense, thus the year-round mild temperatures encourage lush, fast
growing vegetation.

WIND
The sun influences the atmosphere in terms of temperature and skycover
and also has a profound affect on the wind.

As seen before, the wind

is one of the most influential forces acting on the North Beach environ
ment.

All elements of the environment, the landmass, the vegetation on

the land, and the ocean, must contend to a greater or lesser degree
with the forces of the wind, and to survive this contention they must
conform to the wind's dictates.

The winds acting on the North Beach environment, evidenced by the windblasted vegetation itself, blow with great force and blow almost con
tinually.

In fact, there is little difference in the average wind

velocities for summer or winter.

The seasonal wind changes are in

direction and maximum intensity (111. #'s 15, 16).

A yearly average

of wind velocities at Point Grenville Coast Guard Station average
fourteen miles per hour in the summer and fifteen miles per hour in
the winter.6

The prevailing summer winds are from the west and north

west and southwest to west in the winter with few winds from the eastern
half of the compass.7

The maximum wind speeds for the area illustrate

potential force North Beach development must sustain.

Maximum winter

wind velocities reach 80 miles per hour every ten years and 95 miles
per hour every fifty to one hundred years.8

These figures represent

consistent wind velocity and not merely gust potential.

An example

of gust potential is the 1965 Columbus Day storm which blew in off

the ocean near the mouth of the Columbia River and had an average
velocity of a little less than 90 miles per hour, but gusts blew
animometer needles off their scales at 180 miles per hour at the
point where the storm touched land.

These high winds are without

exception from the south and south by southeast, as are the maximum
summer winds which can reach 60 miles per hour.9

The velocities demonstrated by the wind, are somewhat frightening,
in that they have the potential to flatten nearly any structure.
Nature's reason for the sloping canopy of vegetation over the sloping
beach transition area is that no other form could survive such force
as generated by the wind.

Development of this area can take a lesson

from the trees snapped off at the canopy line or flattened trees
where the wind was able to get underneath the canopy.

The wind, then,

limits the height, the configuration, and the relation to vegetation
which development of any kind has, thereby making compliance to forms
stable under such conditions, as indicated by the vegetation, one of
the most important issues of the North Beach environment.
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PRECITATIQN
Precipitation is another factor of major impact to the north environ
ment, not only because of amount and frequency as suggested by the
skycover analysis, but because of the torrential rains of several
inches in as many hours that are common to the area.

The quantity and

frequency of rain bespeaks the corresponding frequency of high humidity
and fog.

Precipitation in these forms, then, affects geology through

erosion and ponding, as well as providing a moist environment of rain
forest proportions of corresponding lush character.

Measurable precipitation for North Beach is tabulated at Moclips at an
average of 76 inches per year.10

This total is much less than ratings

for the interior of the Olympic Peninsula which averages in places,
ever 200 inches per year.

However, the relatively small rain total

for North Beach is a deceiving figure without the consideration of the
extreme cases of rainfall.

Phillips points out that the record rain

fall in 24 hours is 12 inches and for 48 hours, 23h inches.11

The

downpour of two vertical feet of rain in two days is an incredible
figure and has incredible implications.

At least once a year, more

over, one inch of rain falls in an hour or less.

These figures point

out severe development limitations, not to mention drainage and dis
persal of these great quantities of water, especially on soils which
tend to pond water.

Snow is the counterpart to rain, but fortunately in this area does
not have the intensity of impact rainfall has.

Snowfall is relatively

infrequent, accumulating only 8 to 30 inches a year and not exceeding
40#/sq. ft. in mass per unit area.12

Hail is even more infrequent and

not of sufficient size or intensity to cause crop damage.13

Frost is

also infrequent and permeates the ground an average of four to six
inches, with a maximum depth of 15 inches.1^

Thus, the implications

of these cold weather conditions are not extensive and nowhere near
the threat level of rainfall.

The last two factors of precipitation impact are humidity and fog, both
of which further detract from the appeal of North Beach weather
characteristics.

The average daily relative humidity ranges on summer

afternoons, from 60% to above 90%, and in the winter from 75% to above
90%.

This unfortunately provides for chilly, damp summers and winters.

Fog, further adds to this effect by occurring almost anytime yearly
but especially in August where warm inland air collides with the cool
ocean.15

Therefore, the appeal of North Beach resides in features

other than consistent fair weather.

VEGEWJQN
In the discussion of the aspects of how vegetation inhabits each of
the three North Beach environments (dune, transition beach, and cliff),
issues such as species, salt resistance, and location of plants with
respect to the ocean, must be taken into consideration.

These evalu

ations should then be applied to man's intervention by development in
these three environments such that he may to channel his activities
within the imposed limitations.

To begin with, the dune environment exhibits a very unique combination
of plant species, and surprisingly enough, a large amount of cooperation
exists among them for mutual survival.

This mutuality is seen in the

succession of plants in relation to their species and salt resistance
(the leguminous or nitrogen fixing plants) and in the succession with
regard to height of the plants in relation to ocean or windward exposure.

The dune environment is composed of three zones (four in the case of
the Ocean Shores Peninsula, where the marsh facing Grays Harbor
constitutes a separate zone extraneous to this study).

These three

zones are the grass zone, the shrub zone, and the tree zone, each zone
comprised of plants to a greater or lesser degree salt tolerant.

The first zone, the grass area, is by far the most important of the
three because grass and other low lying vegetation stabilize the

shifting sands, anchoring them with their root systems and, in turn,
forming the primary dune.

At North Beach the grass zone is comprised

of a succession of plants, all able to survive sand burial and sand
erosion.

The first plants in this group are the sand mat, sedges,

seashore lupin, and the purple beach pea.

The last two are leguminous,

thus, contributing to soil nutrients perpetuating plant growth and
paving the way for the grasses, which overlap the mat vegetation area
of the grass zone.

Most of the mat vegetation species are only a few

inches tall, but they provide shelter for sprouting grasses as well
as cover for the area, thus decreasing surface temperature and
increasing the moisture content of the protected sand.16

Sweet vernal

grass, an introduction from Europe, and silver beach-weed are both
mound builders, having long tap roots and large seeds which spread
easily and can sprout up through many feet of sand.17

These two make

the height transition from a few inches to a foot or more where the
beach grasses and dune grass can continue the transition up to a six
foot height.18

The primary dune aids the process by providing cover

from the wind, cover which would have otherwise been provided by
vegetation.

The Ocean Shores Peninsula is just emerging from the grass zone stage
into the shrub zone, as the next zone in succession.

The grass zone

and shrub zone overlap where the pioneer plants provide for the
necessary shelter for woody shrubs to become established.

These shrubs

include salal, wax myrtle, tree lupine, gorse, kinnikinnic, and scotch
broom (scotch broom and tree lupine are the leguminous plants for the

shrub zone, their counterparts for the grass zone being the purple
beach pea, and seashore lupine).19

The shrub zone, then begins to give

the grass zone a greater density, hence more resistance to the wind, so
that here the curve of vegetation begins.

With greater density covers,

with greater shelter for succeeding vegetation, a wind sculpted canopy
begins to form, within which trees have the opportunity to mature several
years before becoming exposed and conforming to the contour of the canopy.

The introduction of trees into the shrub zone begins the transition of
the shade-intolerant shrub zone into the tree zone.

Here, the density

and contour of the shrub zone are enhanced and continued, eventually
shading out all but the most shade-tolerant species and forming a true
canopy of very dense, interwoven branches, leaving the area underneath
almost barren of any vegetation.

The trees which make up this zone are

sitka spruce, Douglas fir, and western red cedar, all of which have
evolved over time into salt resistant species.

The blending of one zone into another is by no means consistent with
their physical distance from the ocean nor the amount or area com
prising the contiguous zones.

This inconsistency results from the

pioneer dune vegetation (the dominant species are the silver beach-weed,
European beach grass, and lupine) which anchor the sand that forms the
dunes.

The height of the resulting dune is dependent on the accretion

rate and the time in which a new primary dune develops.20

The height

of the primary dune dictates the species and height of the vegetation
behind and to a degree the pattern of the leeward vegetation zones.

In conclusion, the dune environments three vegetation zones cooperate
by providing shelter from the wind to the
plants.

increments of higher order

Also, as seen in each zone, nitrogen fixing plants are present,

providing the needed nutrients for the lean sandy soil.

Through under

standing this sequential growth, the reasons for the sculptural sweep
of vegetation become clear, and the succession of higher order vegetation
becomes graphically evident.

Where the Ocean Shores Peninsula is relatively flat topographically,
the transition beach environment is sited on the slope of the landmass
as it ascends from the beach.

The relationship of vegetation to its

site's topography becomes evident when analyzing how the grass zone,
the shrub zone, and the tree zone are applied in the context of a
sloping site.

The three vegetation zones retain the same vegetation types with the
same interrelationships, but because there is little sand accreting
on this beach, which is in near equilibrium, and because of wave action
far up the beach, there are few dunes.

In addition, the width of the

three zones is greatly shortened, partly due to the immediacy of the
landmass with its mature soils, where accreted sand soils have not
accumulated enough decayed organic matter and have not undergone the
chemical changes needed to support higher order vegetation, and partly
because of the age of the environment itself.

This dune environment

is not even 100 years old, whereas the transition beach environment is
many hundreds of years old, as shown by the age of the trees making up

the tree zone.

Thus, the vegetation zone of both the dune and tran

sition environments are relatively consistent in type.

In addition, the vegetation of both beach environments closely parallels
the slope or contour of the site where they are situated.

The same

canopy type vegetation form develops as seen before, except the sweep
of the resulting curve is accentuated by the slope of the site,
rendering, therefore, an even more dramatic form.

As seen with the

dune environment, the vegetation canopy begins with mat vegetation
above the high tide line and builds quickly to the timberline where
the trees are only marginally affected by the wind.

To conclude, the transition beach zone is composed of the same vege
tation zones whose response to wind and topography echo those of the
dune environment, though squeezed into a much more compact area.

The same relationship of vegetation to topography is seen between the
dune environment and the transition beach environment and is also
present in the cliff environment, but of varying scope.

In equilib

rium areas like Iron Springs, the cliffs themselves are overgrown and
illustrate the same principles as the previous examples, but in a
vertical to abrupt horizontal transition rather than in a gradual
sloping transition.

The vegetation tends to diminish this sharp tran

sition as it is swept up the cliff face to begin the contour of tran
sition carrying it from the cliff face to the timberline.

The same

principles are seen here at Iron Springs as seen before at Ocean

Shores, only in a different topographical context.

In erosional areas, the foremost areas of vegetation succession have
fallen away, such that the canopy is exposed to the wind and open to
forces which blow down the unprotected trees.

Also, characteristic

of the erosional sections of the cliff environment is the lack of
vegetation before the cliff face on the beach level, hence eliminated
are the first two of the three vegetation zones.

This case illustrates

the exception to the three zone rule, but only as result of active and
extensive ocean erosion.

The understanding of the application of three vegetation zones to
different topographical areas can greatly aid development in working
with the environment and, consequently, its incident forces.

Specifi

cally, development can respond by avoiding the unprotected exposure
of the vegetation of any zone yet take advantage of the sheltering
aspects of the vegetation canopy without undermining its continuity.
Also, succession can be speeded up by planting vegetation duplicating
the relative position of each zone and by quickly healing scars left
by development.

For example, Wiedeman outlines such a program, though

geared to dune stabilization.

Wiedeman's method begins with first

planting two-year old grass plants in sets of threes or fives in a
12" by 12" area and an 18" by 18" area, respectively.21

The addition

of lupine and purple beach pea guarantees the nitrogen content of the
newly forming soil and helps to insure plant growth and proliferation.
Behind this planting, salal and scotch broom are planted to represent

the second vegetation zone.

This second planting takes place a year

or so after the planting of the grass zone, and then the following
year evergreens are introduced.22

The process is still relatively

short when this process is compared with the lengthy processes of
natural succession.

In conclusion, each of the three environments of North Beach exhibit
the same three vegetation zones in various forms and applications
dependent on the topographical character of a given site.

This,

combined with an understanding of plants and their interrelations
in each of the zones can lead to responsible development, both in
the planning and design stages and in helping the environment resume
its continuity after the completion of development.

OCEAN
The ocean is the most relentless force of nature and at the North
Beach the most dominant.

The ocean affects the manner of operation

of each of the previously discussed forces of nature, the sun, wind,
precipitation and vegetation.

The ocean at the North Beach, conversely,

is affected or limited through its individual characteristics by each
of these forces.

These singular characteristics — currents, tides,

waves, erosion, and accretion, and even animal life — all act upon
and, in turn, are themselves acted upon by the other forces of nature.
The ocean, then, provides a medium through which these forces act and
interact.

Currents are the first aspect of the ocean's character.

The current

which intimately affects North Beach is independent in the Northern
Hemisphere of the Pacific Ocean's major current, the Japanese or Black
current.

This current circulates in clockwise rotation, coming up the

coast of Japan, across the North Pacific, down the west coast of the
United States, and then back across the Pacific just above the equator.
The Japanese current is a deep ocean stream, not related to those
shallower currents of Washington's continental shelf.

Specifically,

the current affecting North Beach is a seasonal, reversing current,
flowing north in the winter and south in the summer.23

The winter

segment of this current, as aided by the prevailing southwest winds
and waves, accounts for the longshore drift which extends the Columbia

River alluvium to Copalis Head.

This current, then, accounts for the

sand movement along the Ocean Shores Peninsula and other accreted land
north of Copalis Head.

The current also accounts for the erosional beach

north of Copalis Head, where there is a lack of sand to nourish the
beaches.

The winter cycle of the longshore drift current draws sand

from the beaches because of high energy winter waves.

The sand is then

replaced by low energy summer waves pushed by prevailing west and north
west winds.

This action provides for a seasonal variation of beach form,

showing the accretion rate at Ocean Shores as a net figure rather than
as a constant accretion.

Where the point of mean high water, 8'-0"

above mean sea level, can fluctuate up to 100 feet horizontally in one
year, yet over a period of years show the amount of sand added is
greater than the sand taken away.2l+

The seasonal addition or subtraction of sand contributes to the form
of the beach itself.

The slope of the beach, still another factor,

is directly dependent on the size of the aggregate composing the beach.
The accretional beaches are composed of sand which has drifted hundreds
of miles; thus, the aggregate grain size is small, producing flat
beaches.

The erosional beaches conversely are composed of glacial and

erosional sands; thus, the grain size is larger, producing steeper
beaches.

The steeper the beach, as a result, the more energy waves

retain with which further to erode the cliff faces.

With flatter

beaches, waves must travel further, thereby losing energy and momentum.

As erosion and accretion are dependent on the longshore drift current,

so is the weather dependent on the current's water temperature.

At

North Beach the ocean's temperature remains quite cold year-round
providing a very mild climate, as previously identified.

The autumn

surface water temperatures exceed 52° F and are only slightly lower
than the average summer temperature.

Correspondingly, the autumn

weather is popularly the nicest time of the year.

The summer water

temperatures are slightly higher, 54° F to 56° F, however, the weather
is not as nice because of the seaward flow of hot inland air which
provides dense fog when contacting the cool ocean.

During the winter,

water temperatures plummet ten degrees to 46° F and remain in the
46° F to 48° F range through until the spring.25

These generally

cold water temperatures, then, render the North Beach climate con
sistently cool, year-round resulting in part from the consistently
cool ocean temperatures.

The tides represent another aspect of the ocean's impact on North
Beach, where the tidal cycle first floods and then exposes much of
the beach area.

The interval between one high tide and next averages

about 12.5 hours, or about two high tides and two low tides per 24
hour period.

One cycle of this two-cycle per day advance and retreat

of the ocean tends more to the extreme high and corresponding low.
The mean range between these two averages is 9.1 feet, where the
difference between extremes may exceed 16 feet.26

The wind can

significantly affect the tides where with a strong south wind, another
foot of water can be added to the daily fluctuation.

Also affecting

the height of the tides are rogue waves and tsunamis which can add

as much as 4.4 feet to the height of the tide irrespective of height
of the waves themselves.27

These conditions, then, contribute to the

effect tides have on the coastline by increasing their height, thereby
augmenting the extent of their flooding.

In regard to the flooding potential of the tides, waves contribute
significantly more, because height and energy greatly exceed that of
the average tides.

As is generally known on the coast, waves originate

from three different sources:

first from local winds, second from

distant storms and winds, and third from offshore earthquakes.

These

wave types are listed in degree of severity and predictability.

At

the North Beach, waves originating from local winds and storm conditions
form, by far, the majority of coastal wave conditions.

Summer wave

conditions rarely exceed six feet in height; however, winter wave
conditions will exceed twelve feet 30% of the time and will be twenty
to forty feet high 3% of the time.28

These waves break when the depth

of water through which they are traveling becomes less than one half
the height of the wave.

Where the greatest impact of these waves is

seen at high tide where waves break much higher on the beach and
bigger swells can travel well into shore before breaking the first
time; these late-breaking waves retain most of their potential energy.
This area of breaking waves, moreover the summer surf zone, extends
out from shore about one-half mile; whereas in the winter, the surf
zone may extend two miles out into the ocean.29

The second wave type includes those waves which travel as many as

2,000 miles from a distant storm source to break on the shores of
North Beach.

These waves are referred to as rogue waves or sneaker

waves and account for several deaths a year because of their size and
unpredictability.

These waves vary greatly in size and number, most

often arriving singly and without warning.

Rogue waves are very different from tsunamis, though both are treach
erous and unpredictable.

Tsunamis, or tidal waves, originate from

suboceanic earthquakes and range from 10 to 20 feet in height by the
time they reach shallow water.

On the surface at sea, however, these

waves seem less severe than the normal 20 to 40 foot winter storm waves.
The difference is the speed of the wave movement and the mass of water
involved.

At sea, a tidal wave would be seen in the form of a long

swell approximately 4.4 feet higher than the normal swell size, yet
traveling at speeds of up to 200 miles per hour and displacing tremen
dous amounts of water.30

The result when reaching shallow water and

land is a wave or wave sequence of great speed and momentum which
rampages far inland causing much damage.

Together, these three types of waves account for much of the erosion
and accretion, damage, and death that further outline the physical
character of North Beach.

Next, the species of sea life at North Beach become significant in
this character outline because of their affect on the economic base
of the area.

The salmon fishing industry, for example, accounts for

a major portion of the economic base of Ocean Shores.

Contributing

an even greater percentage of the Ocean Shores-North Beach economic
base is public clam digging, a popular recreation which can attract
80,000 or more people to North Beach on a weekend coinciding with
extreme low tides.

Both of these ocean or beach related activities

make up most of the tourism in the area.

Other main constituents of North Beach wildlife populations are the
sea mammals, such as whales, seals, and sea otters; all are protected
by law and all provide only ancillary contribution to the economic base
of North Beach.

Their interest value lies in the rarity of their kind,

very much in context with the rest of the environment.

There are six

species of baleen whales and six species of toothed whales which
inhabit or migrate within a few miles of shore.31

The most common

of these are the gray whale and the humpback whale which have regular
migration routes through the North Beach waters.

Next, there are five

species of seals and sealions inhabiting the area, the most common of
which are the steller sealion and the harbor seal.32

Last, sea otters

play a very small but important part in the North Beach ecosystem.
Before 1900, sea otters were hunted to extinction in the North Beach
area, but have been reintroduced at Point Grenville.

Thus, the animals

which contribute to the North Beach ecosystem both benefit man
financially and aesthetically; yet their presence contributes to the
remote, wild nature of the area.

In conclusion, the environmental characteristics of the ocean combine

at North Beach to affect weather, beach form, as well as tide and
wave action, each affecting man's involvement in this environment.
The ocean provides a medium through which each of these forever act
and react to form the dynamic environment of North Beach.

The sun,

wind, precipitation, and vegetation are all influenced directly or
in their application by the characteristics of the ocean.

However

the ocean itself is affected by each of these microclimatic factors,
illustrating their interconnection as applied to their combined effects
at North Beach.

The environment of North Beach, consequently, is a

conglomeration of independent factors acting together to form the
nature and context of this unique area of the Washington coast.
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4 anthropogenic issues
NORTH BEACH HISTORY
POPULATION
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APPEARANCE
TOURIST ORIENTATION
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INTRODl ICTION

Man's influence on the environment become as important to under
standing the present character of North Beach as the natural
influences on the environment themselves.

Where the environmental

forces combine to give North Beach its rare and unique character,
the anthropogenic, or man influenced issues, collide with these
forces, adding other dimensions to this already multidimensional
area.

Where man first impinged himself upon the environment at

North Beach to the present role he now plays, the implications of
population growth and subsequent legislation regarding use of the area,
have considerably increased and the resulting development has had
tremendous impact on the environment.

Therefore, anthropogenic

issues constitute the final and perhaps the most important con
siderations in this overview of the North Beach environment.

NORTH RFACH HISTORY
Historically, man's first impact on the North Beach area was through
the exploration of the Spanish, who, in the late 1700's, sailed up
the coast of California, Oregon, and Washington in search of golden
civilizations.

The Spanish returned empty handed, but they were

closely followed by the English and Russians who were in search of
firs, specifically those of the sea otter.

Neither of these three

groups of adventurers established any permanent settlement in the area,
for it was not until the 1880's when logging and timber products began
to boom that any permanent settlements were established.

The impor

tance of timber products increased and began to form a stable base
for the North Beach area to build upon.

The land north of Grays Harbor was first explored by the Spanish in
1775 and later explored in 1792 by Captain Robert Gray, a repre
sentative of the Boston Fir Company.1

Gray discovered the harbor,

now Grays Harbor, which the Spanish missed, and first recognized the
fir trapping potential in the local colonies of sea otter.

The

Russians' similar interest in firs attracted them to the North Beach
area and with the Boston Fir Company completely decimated to extinction
the otter populations.

After this event, activity in and around North

Beach disappeared until 1857 when the first permanent settlers arrived
at what is now Aberdeen.

However, it was not until 1882 when A. M.

Simpson of San Francisco recognized the timber potential of the area

and built the first sawmill that any permanent settlement developed.
Simpson's actions set the economic pace for the area, and timber
products have continued to provide a firm foundation for the continu
ation of the local economy.

POPIII ATION

The population of Grays Harbor County, of which North Beach is a part,
has remained stable for the last half a century.

Conversely, the

population of North Beach has increased steadily, partly because of
the attractiveness of the area and the advent of new businesses to
accomodate the increasing numbers of tourists.

From North Beach's discovery in 1775, to 1857, there was virtually
no settlement in the area on a permanent basis.

The population of

Grays Harbor was steadily increased from one resident in 1857 to
60,000 in 1930 when its progress stopped with stable population since.3
The reason for this present plateau is the insufficient employment
opportunities pointing to the fact that relatively few new industries
have been introduced to the area since the early 1930fs.4

Conversely,

the population of North Beach, especially the city of Ocean Shores,
has steadily increased, as shown by a 61% population increase in the
last 30 years.5

According to Pat Dugan, the present population of

Ocean Shores permanent residents totals 1,400 persons,6 and the total
for the rest of North Beach totals about 800 persons.

In addition,

a total seasonal increase augments the population by 4,250 persons.7
The most predominant effect of the increase of North Beach population
is the need for new housing and its concomitant, new development.
This issue of housing is closely tied to the increasing demand for

second homes at North Beach by persons who represent the increasing
seasonal population.

To meet the need for new homes, approximately

2,800 new homes are required to fulfill the projected housing demand
during the study period spanning from 1970 to 1990.8
into approximately 140 new homes per year.

This translates

The demands on North Beach

for new housing development, in response to the increasing population
of a seasonal and permanent basis, are considerable and point to the
need for sensitive development and planning, such that the natural
and presently attractive character of North Beach is preserved.

TOURISM
The impact of tourism is seen in the comparison on one hand of the
local population and on the other of the yearly or even weekly influx
of tourists to the area.

This steady growth plus transient influx

involves not only the local economy and employment, but also intro
duces wear and tear on and violations of the delicate North Beach
environment.

Tourism at North Beach, however, constitutes a tremendous number of
people concentrated in the 20 miles of coastline.

Undoubtedly, salmon

fishing and razor clam digging are the two biggest tourist attractions,
with clam digging drawing by far the largest number of people.

This

remarkable influx is illustrated in that the tourist population can
nearly double the residual population of the entire county on a week
end with favorable clam tides.

For example, in May of 1976, during

a three day weekend with consecutive extremely low clam tides, over
90,000 people crowded into the 20 wide North Beach strip.9

On a

daily basis, the beaches of North Beach, according to Dugan, were
used, on the average, by 68,000 people in August and, by comparison
later on, only 6,000 people in November of 1977.10

Dugan continues

by pointing out that in 1977, approximately 350,000 people visited the
Ocean Shores/Copalis River area and approximately 250,000 people
visited the Copalis Rocks/Moclips area.11

These numbers are incredible

when considering that the total population of North Beach is slightly
over 2,500 full-time residents.12

The impact, .6 million people per

year, has on this 20 mile stretch of coastline is sufficient to
result in a physical breaking down of the character of the environ
ment.

A degradation of the environment is shown where the vegetation

on the dunes is trampled and new development of seasonal housing
exposes large areas of unprotected trees and other vegetation to high
winds on the beach front.

Also, there is a general abomination of

insufficient garbage and trash removal on the beach area, not to
mention hopelessly inadequate sanitary facilities.

Each of these factors contributes to the degrading of the environment
through uncontrolled beach use by the public and by an overconcentration of use in these few areas without tourist facilities.

The

reason for this decline seems to be a lack of appreciation for the
area resulting from a general public ignorance of the sensitivity and
fragile nature of North Beach.

Also, causes of decline derive from

inability of the minimal, existing tourist facilities to handle huge
numbers of tourists seeking accomodation.

The solution is, on one

hand, to educate the public to the point where people understand the
sensitivity of the environment and channel their actions toward its
preservation.

On the other hand, to expand existing, limited tourist

facilities would reduce the depreciating impact in certain areas,
thereby allowing the whole area to accomodate safely the needs of
tourism.

LOCAL INDUSTRY
In spite of the number of tourists who annually visit North Beach,
tourism as a local industry makes up a relatively small part of the
economy.

The local economy has four characteristics which, first,

show the North Beach economy to be local resource oriented; second,
seasonal in nature; third, not meeting the needs of the community;
and fourth, dependent on the shorelines in regard to siting.13

The first of these characteristics of the economy is that they are
local resource oriented.

These harbor-originated products include

lumber, pulp and paper products, wood chips, salmon and tuna, and
other commodities that equally show their regional character.

The local industries mentioned are next, seasonal in nature.

For

example, logging of timber can only be done during damp periods of
the year because of the hazard of forest fire.

Another example is

the fishing industry which is dependent on the seasonal runs of
salmon and tuna for support, not to mention federal and state
seasonal guidelines.

Commercial fisheries would not be as affected

by weather as the sport fishing industry, but clearly both benefit
from the summer runs of salmon and tuna along the Washington coast.
Tourism is another seasonal industry, and, likewise, is affected by
variations in weather as well as by low clam tides occurring on
weekends.

The next aspect of the North Beach economy is that it is not adequate
to furnish employment for residents nor to meet the needs of the
community in terms of expansion and growth.

The lack of population

growth in the last 50 years illustrates this point.

This insufficiency

is further illustrated by higher-than-acceptable degrees of unemploy
ment, of 8%,ll+ housing shortages, and in some cases, abject poverty.15
The economic potential of North Beach is being held back by potable
water deficiency, harbor navigation limitations, and inefficient road
and highway systems.16

To conclude, the Grays Harbor County population plateau, as seen
before, is an indicator of the overall depressed economic character
of North Beach.

Perhaps, though, the economic shortcomings of North

Beach may be a blessing in disguise because the natural character of
the coastline has thus been saved partially, through the economic
inability of the area to support large scale development.

BUILDING GUIDELINE
The North Beach infrastructure includes facilities of transportation,
utilities and services.

These infrastructural components have been

shown as inadequate in the previous section; however, they still serve
the .6 million annual tourists as well as local residents by providing
worldwide shipping services at the Port of Grays Harbor, a rail link
through Moclips, and two airfields.

The scope of these elements of

site support contrast the remoteness of North Beach and its
character as wild, untouched coastline, and their inadequacies limit
extensive development of the area.

First, there are two rail spurs east of Moclips, one serving Moclips.
Both are old logging routes used primarily for transferring logs to
the mill at Aloha or transferring breakwater material to the mouth
of the Moclips River.

These spurs are still in service, though they

are seldom used, perhaps once or twice a week.

The air support for the area is predominantly by pleasure craft and
both airfields are well used.

The airfield at Ocean Shores was part

of the general development scheme to insure connections for Seattle
business men; now it is used as a base for pleasure craft.

The second

airfield is just south of Copalis Head and is on the intertidal zone
of the beach, used only when the tide is out.

This airstrip is unique

because it is the only one of its kind recognized by the FAA in the

nation, and its popularity is shown by the 1,100 small recreational
planes that use it between May 15 and October l.17

The sea connection

at North Beach is partially through the Port of Grays Harbor and
partially through the Ocean Shores marina boat basin.

Mainly, the

connection with the Port of Grays Harbor is a visual one where the
large ships can be seen from the southern end of the Ocean Shores
Peninsula, by the jetty in addition to the daily running of the charter
boat fleet.

The fleet plies between the offshore fishing grounds and

the docks at the marina on the sheltered east side of the peninsula and
forms the basis of the sport and commercial fishing industry.

A small,

passenger-only craft provides ferry service from the Ocean Shores
marina, across the mouth of Grays Harbor, as a five-trip-a-day summer
convenience for tourists and fishermen.

Next, two highways service the North Beach area and the Olympic
Peninsula to the north.

The main tourist routes are highways 101 and

109, with highway 101 being the northward extension of this famous
scenic coastal highway well known for the way it explores the Oregon
coastline.18

At North Beach, that characteristic of the highway is

continued as it services the North Beach coastline and Olympic
Peninsula farther to the north.

Utilities are the next element of North Beach infrastructure to be
considered, and they include power, sewer, and water.

First, the

power that services the area comes from the hydroelectric grid, the
chief contributer of which is Bonneville Dam on the Columbia River.

In addition, there are two sites east of Aberdeen for nuclear power
plants, due for completion in 1984 and 1986 respectively.

In regard

to sewerage, Ocean Shores is the only city on North Beach that has a
sewer system, in all other towns in the area residents use septic tank
drainfield systems.

Also, water is not readily available; yet there

are numerous wells throughout the area where the potable water table
exists at greatly varying depths.

One problem with well water systems

arises in areas such as the Ocean Shores Peninsula where fluctuations
in the amount of fresh surface water added to the system can occasionally
cause inflows of salt water during dry seasons (111. #17).

Together, these modes of infrastructure serve with limited success
North Beach; however, they are not sufficient to meet the expansion
of services the increasing population may need.

The roads cannot

adequately handle the traffic clam tides cause, the railroads have
little purpose now, weather hampers the use of the local airfields
and soil conditions are usually incompatible with requirements of
septic tank drainfields.

These conditions, however, only surface

at times of peak use and the services seem to support the area
adequately at the other times.

Therefore, development potential is

hampered, yet indirectly contributes to the retention of North Beach
*
in an unspoiled state.

INFRASTR1CTURE
The development guidelines discussed in the previous sections deal
with the environment on its own terms with man being a small, fragile
part.

The subsequent discussion will deal with the environment from

the perspective of man dictating the degree to which the environment
can be manipulated and changed.

State policies, for example, for the

North Beach area become important where legislative attempts are made
to legally preserve the coastline's natural appearance.

These policies

extend to include how problems of tourism are to be dealt with, develop
ment guidelines established, and applicable uniform codes and features
of good design outlined. Thus, moralistic and legalistic policies are
brought together, hopefully, in a compatible package to dictate to the
possible spoilers, tourist, resident, or developer, how to sensitively
deal with an environment on the order of magnitude of North Beach.

The synthesis of moralistic and legalistic policies concerning North
Beach and the composite shorelines of Washington State begins in 1971
with the advent of the Shorelines Management Act, and its subsequent
revision in 1979.

The overall considerations of this Act were to

provide the public with the opportunity to enjoy the physical and
aesthetic qualities of natural shorelines of the state ...", and to
preserve, "... to the greatest extent feasible [sic] consistent with
the overall best interests of the state and the public generally".**
This begins to establish, in order of importance, criteria by which

shoreline issues are to be judged. This list of applicable issues
begins with the protection of statewide interests, the preservation
of the natural character of the shoreline, the protection of resources
and ecology of the shoreline, and the increase of public access and
recreational opportunities.19

Maintenance of the continuity of coastline appearance, as the most
important of the three, becomes the first issue at hand.

The Shore

lines Management Master Program states that the continuity of the
natural shoreline configuration is to be maintained to protect the
scenic beauty of North Beach.

The program states, in greater detail,

that in areas of prime scenic beauty, buildings should conform to the
skyline and should take advantage of the screening aspects of the
vegetation canopy to protect the visual continuity of the beach to
landmass connection (111. #18).

Also, the topographical aspects of

a given area are to be maintained as opposed to flattening duneland
or terracing slopes.20

In addition to this, development and its

features should be screened from the highway to lessen the impact
of parking lots and overt signage from disrupting the visual continuity
of the coast highway and its revelation of this environment.

Considerations for the tourist follow suit with the maintenance of
visual continuity. This is translated in the implementation of public
easements and scenic corridors, tourist facilities, improvement of
beach access, and signage restrictions.

Thereby, the great numbers

of visitors to the area are provided for within the context of the

environment.

First, linear public easements at least 25' wide shall

be provided along the ordinarily highwater line where only pedestrians
and non-motorized vehicles are allowed.21

In addition to this, visual

corridors should be maintained along scenic highways which would ex
clude signage, above ground utilities, parking, and architectural and
topographic additions or alterations inharmonious to the natural state
of that site.

Next, adequate tourist facilities should be provided

for camping and recreation.

To insure an even dispersal of tourist

numbers, the state parks in the area should be expanded such that
heavy concentrations of tourists can be uniformly spread out along
the beach.

The parks with tourist facilities are the Ocean City State

Park-Recreation Area, Griffiths Priday Ocean State Park-Recreation
Area, and Pacific Beach State Park-Recreation Area.22

The siting of

these areas is best on upland corridors where they are less likely to
have a visual or audio impact on the beach and spread out in location
to avoid unneccessary concentration (111. #19).23

Lastly, each beach

access should be provided to make the beach available to the public,
both in the form of trails and vehicular routes to the beach.

Hence,

through these considerations the negative impact of tourism on North
Beach can be lessened.

Additional facilities for tourists which con

form to, rather than dominate, the environment can be built.

The considerations for the development of the area outline, first in
a general sense, development guidelines, and secondly specific
ordinances and requirements.

These requirements, then, dictate

building guidelines such as road construction requirements, guidelines

for accreted lands, and considerations for fire prevention.

All

told, these development considerations form the nucleus for sensitive
development of North Beach.

The dune environment, to start with, is the most sensitive; thus, it
involves the greatest amount of consideration.

First and foremost,

the dunes are a natural levee and a final protection of upland areas
from flooding by the sea.24

Therefore, the maintenance of dune

character is of paramount importance in relation to development behind
the primary dune.

Protection of the dunes from human friction, namely

dune buggies, trampling, fires, lowering the ground water table, and
removing or replacing dune trough vegetation can be accomplished.25
Also, as suggested by the Act itself, areas which contain a unique
or fragile natural resource, which cannot withstand the impact of man
and remain unaltered, are to be left undeveloped and are to be pro
tected from human interference.

An alternative to completely barring

persons from an area, as this rule implies, is through careful
channeling of human activities and, at the same time, educating them
toward an appreciation of that environment.

For instance, breaching

of the dunes and trampling of dune vegetation can be avoided with
board walks and overhead bridges (111. #20); in addition to these
safeguards, people could be made aware of the consequences of their
actions in violation of such an environment through information centers
and graphic examples.

Second, dunes act as a windbreak by protecting the areas to their

leeward side, an elementary principle rarely utilized by developers.
Last, and specifically in regard to the accreted duneland of the
Ocean Shores Peninsula there exist additonal scenic easements and
property development limitations.

The Shorelines Act establishes an

easement of 200 feet landward of the mean high water mark bordering
all shorelines of the state to prevent the encroachment of develop
ment, to preserve a scenic corridor, and to protect property from
flooding.26

Another interesting aspect of accretional land develop

ment limitations is that upland owners of property adjoining the ocean,
own all accreted lands.

This land area is quite extensive when one

considers that 3,700 lineal feet of land has accreted in front of
Ocean City since the first survey in 1889.27

In 1969, regarding this

ruling, the Board of Pacific County Commissioners resolved that no
building permits would be issued for accreted land lying west of the
line of the mean high tide of 1889.28

This ruling shows a great deal

of sensitivity to the fragile character of accreted duneland;
unfortunately, the ruling carries no weight in Grays Harbor County,
thus, it is not adhered to whatsoever.

More specific guidelines for development implement the general con
siderations previously discussed.

Guidelines for road construction

and building elevations are particularly specific for the North Beach
area.

First, road subgrade widths are to be 22 feet for a single lane

and 30 feet for a double lane at the maximum.29

Roads are to follow

the natural contours where possible and adhere to the following slope
limitations for roadway cut and fill:

one to four slope for rock,

three to four slope for cohesive soils, and one to one-half slope for
noncohesive soils.30

Furthermore, the toe of sidecasts of fill

embankments are prohibited within 100 feet from any ordinary high
water mark.31

Second, building elevations and buffers are given

specific requirements over and above those suggested by the environ
ment itself.

A 35 foot height, above verage grade, limit is applied

to buildings of residential type III construction,** excluding
chimneys and television antennas.**

Also, finished floor elevations

are to be thirteen feet above mean sea level unless diked.32
Unfortunately, these are merely suggested development guidelines and
not ridgidly adhered to.

A final recommendation concerning the buffer

zones between building and vegetation for the purposes of protection
from brush fires involves a 101 wide corridor between building and
dune grass.33

Sprinkler systems are sometimes used when deviation

from this recommendation is required.

In conclusion, the development guidelines of North Beach begin to tie
together the moralistic issues of strict adherence to local character
in development, and the legalistic issues of increasing visitor access
and facilities.

This combination, together with education of the

public to environmental issues, will bring about a change in attitude
regarding development and use of the North Beach environment.

C.ONCLi JSPN
The detailed site descriptions in previous sections have defined the
natural environment and relevant characteristics of the North Beach
area.

From this analysis, the dune, transition beach, and cliff

environments further have expanded the scale of investigation,
revealing more specific qualities of each environment.

This

exploration has outlined the aesthetic nature of the environments
and what general impact development in the respective areas would
encompass.

Anthropogenic issues were then identified and applied

in a black and white legalistic sense to the moral and aesthetic
issues of form, orientation, and other contextual elements.

The

result, therefore, is a fabric of specific characteristics in which
are woven the forces incident on North Beach forming the basis for
design criteria.

In Part B, the scale of investigation will again be increased to
where more specific design features can be identified and used to
expand the central theme of design according to the environment for
both the building's and the environment's survival.
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part b:
site selection
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1 siting enviroments
DUNE
TRANSITION
CLIFF

INTRODl rTION

The intention of this part of this second study is to quantitatively
analyze the total area of North Beach coastline beginning at Point
Brown and ending at Mochips.

The study analyses the site in terms

of population centers, transportation routes, soils and view
orientation.

Coupled with these considerations is an analysis

of the suitability for development of the various soils and their
locations.

To facilitate this investigation the site is systematized

into the three environments identified earlier.
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CONCLUSION

Each of the three environments offer areas suitable for development
and because of the uniqueness of each environment, each will be
explored in regards to this thesis.

First, the area for consideration in the duneland environment
will be the area west of the Jetty Road and one-quarter mile north
of the Jetty.

Because of the rapid accretion rate a structure

would soon be out of reach from the ocean.

Therefore, to maintain

that close tie to the ocean, the building must respond in one of
two ways.

The first would involve moving the building itself

westward as land is accreated to maintain a close relationship with
the ocean.
facilities.

The second and more feasible would be to have two
One being a main stationary building which would gain

protection from flooding as the distance from the ocean increased
with time.

The other building, much smaller in scale, would be

stationed just behind the primary dune.

As new dunes develop,

small scale buildings or pavillions would be built behind each
successive primary dune interconnected by boardwalks.

The second site, located in the transition environment, will be onequarter mile south of Copalis Head on the Slopmy ground overlooking

the mouth of the Copalis River. The major consideration here will
be the puncturing of the vegetation canopy with regard to exposing
the trees to damage from high winds.

The final site, north of Roosevelt Beach characterizes the cliff
environment.

Here the pavillion is also used this time because

of soil instability.

The main building will be set back from the

cliff edge for protection yet will be afforded some usual connection
with the ocean. The pavillion will be connected to the main facility
by a walkway and will be located on the leeward side of a longe
cliff in the cliff face and will have a direct connection to the
oc ean.

The three sites together will provide the application of the thesis
research giving a design solution for each environment or a total
of five buildings and pavillions.

program
CONTEXT
REQUIREMENTS

r
r
r

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative analyses of each of the three environments of North Beach
as they apply to potential development of the area become the basis
for the second part of this study.

In each of the environments, land

and vegetation configuration have been identified, also identified
are the forces of nature which have contributed to each of them.

This

next step involves the identification of building form and configuration
within the unique context of each environment.

This process begins

by establishing an appropriate building type to use as a tool for
this exploration, and it continues by outlining the building's pur
pose, the requirements it must meet, and its response to the demands
of a protected environment.

The result, then, is a building which

graphically illustrates, in its form, the same forces which have
shaped the surrounding environment.

CONTFXT

program
To identify the most appropriate building type, to explore best design
possibilities, one must examine the function of the building, as well
as the form and configuration which must be harmonious, of course,
in the context of the three North Beach environments. The purpose
of the building, including the various functional and programatic
requirements, must also be identified and also be fitted into this
same context. This building must serve as an information source
through both its function and form.

As an information center, it

will probably be other than self-supporting, most likely funded by
the State or Federal Government, the Washington State Park Department
or the U. S. Forest Service.

From discussions with both institutions, this writer believes the
Forest Service seems the most appropriate because of its interest
in the management of natural resources for public use, rather than
the "serve and preserve" emphasis of the Park Department.

The Forest Service of Oregon maintains visitor centers which serve
the public through acting as a starting point for exploration of
the local environment.

The Washington State equivalent of this

are the environmental learning centers maintained by the Park

Department.

The building this writer proposes will be a combination

of the two types and will respond to those specific needs within
the context of North Beach.

A program for this building will be

developed which will outline both the interior and exterior spatial
requirements of the building, its function, its personnel, and
lastly an outline of applicable codes which will affect its construction.
The Environmental Learning Center, as the building shall be called
hereafter, becomes a tool with which building form and configuration
will be explored in relation to the environment of North Beach.

To begin with, a real need exists at North Beach to educate residents,
tourists, developers and legislators to a point of understanding the
environment.

This study outlines the twofold purpose of the center,

twofold in that the building first responds to visitors in the
form of a source of information and a starting point for exploration;
and secondly, the building serves as an example of sensitive environ
mental design to prospective developers, outlining a set of ideal
prerequisites for development. The results of this center will
be to contribute to accommodating the .6 million tourists a year
on the beach environments and to reduce the impact of expanding
future development. The character of the environment, consequently,
can be preserved in spite of heavy tourist usage and new development.

The next step of this study is the identification of the specific
characteristics of each of the spaces which make up the Environmental

Learning Center.

The characteristics of these spaces which will

be examined is expressed in diagramatic form: first, the specific
functional requirements; and second, the equipment and exhibitions
which fill the spaces.

REQUIREMENTS

space requirements
Space
//I Reception:
-Reception proper
-Lobby
-Entry
-Foyer

#2 Exhibition:
-Main exhibition
area
-Ancillary areas

200
200
240
300
940

ft.2
ft.2
ft.2
ft.2
ft.2

1600 ft.2
400 ft.2 each
2400 ft.2

#3 Support Spaces:
160
1. Preview room
2. Public toilets 350
3. Storage and
work area
800
4. Projection room 100
5. Theatre
600
6. Mechanical room 40
7. Offices
300
2350

ft 2
ft 2

\

ft 2
ft *2
ft.*2
ft.2
ft.2
ft.2

Equipment & Paraphernalia

Functional Requirements

Sales desk, area relief maps,
small displays, bulletin board,
pamphlet and book racks, public
address system.

Moveable fixtures, room for
expansion, seasonal displays

Moveable exhibits, large
stationary exhibits, open
view to the ocean.

Seasonal display emphasis,
flexible illumination,
individual area for each
environment.

1.

Two desks, light table, work See program sheets
counter, projector storage,
media library, screen, film
splicer.
2. Women: 3 toilets, 1 handi
capped toilet; Men: 1 toilet,
1 handicapped toilet, 2 urinals.
3. Maintenance equipment storage,
paint locker, work bench, power
tools.
4. Two 70mm projectors, short term
film storage, film splicer.

Space

Equipment & Paraphernalia

Functional Requirements

#3 Support Spaces: (Continued)
5.

6.
7.

#4 Outdoor Spaces:
1. Primiter deck
800 ft.2
2. Parking
13,000 ft.2
3. Handicapped paved trail
4. Nature trail to beach

1.

2.
3.

4.

50 seats, large screen,
storage for slide projector
and overhead projector, fire
exit.
Indoor section of the heat pump
system, utility sink, shelves.
5 desks and work spaces, record
storage, informal meeting area,
library.

Easy drainage, vegetation ex
hibits, wind shield, view of
beach, night lighted.
Lighting, 30 cars and 4-5 buses.
Signage for vegetation, animal
life, and view, no grade
greater than 5%, asphalt paving.
Signage for vegetation, animal
life, and view, beach trail loop.

Exposure to total vista
wind screens-moveable.
Divided by trees, berms
etc. to lessen impact.
Provide touch, feel,
smell, and hear
experiences.
Same as above but more
vigorous.

exhibit requirements
Space
1.

2.

Reception

Display

Displays

Use Features
Reception
1. Sales desk

1. Guest log, desk top

2. Pamphlets

2.

3. Relief maps

3.

4. Local events
posted

4.

5. Recreation
display

5.

#2. Display
1. Major exhibition
space

recreation map main
glass, some pamphlets.
Guides for beach and
area, wall mounted
rack, book carrousel
and rack.
Washington State re
lief map and a relief
map of North Beach.
Local art shows, festi
vals, and other
community activity.
Where to go and what
to look for on a
seasonal base.

Ft.

1. 60 ft.2
2. 15 ft.2 floor
40 ft. 2 wall
3. 20 ft. 2 floor
40 ft.2 wall
4. 10 ft.2 floor
10 ft.2 wall
5. 15
20
200
110

ft. 2
ft.2
ft.z
ft.2

floor
wall
floor
wall

1. -Satelite photographs, 1. 1600 ft.2
infrared, color
-Geological history
-Soils
-Vegetation
-Weather
-Wildlife
-Seating

Space
2.

Use Features

Display (Continued)
2. Ancillary gallery

3. Ancillary gallery

3.

Displays

Outdoor Display

#3. Outdoor Display
1. Public grounds
around the center

2. Trails

3. Parking

-Early settlement
2. 400 ft.2
-Indian heritage
-Logging photos
-The center in re
lation to development.
-Local art
3. 400 ft.2
-Demonstrations
2400 ft.2
-Seating

1. Landscaping, outdoor
1. 20% min.
exhibits, benches,
(1100 ft.2)
restoration of natural
vegetation, open to view
of beach.
2. Vegetation and other
2. Unlimited
trail side exhibits,
guided tours, provisions
for the handicapped.
3. Bulletin boards,
3. 13,000 ft.2
recreation maps.
14,100 ft.2
Total Ft.2 =

5,640 ft.2 interior
14,100 ft.2 exterior

personnel
The relation of personnel available to the public at a similar center
at Cape Perpetua Oregon numbers five, or about one person to every
200 visitors per day.

This proportion, according to Mr. Steve Govat

is quite satisfactory, allowing his staff freedom to deal personally
with visitors.

According to the Cape Perpetua Feasibility Study,

the center draws 20% of the people driving past the center on highway
101.

2

If this figure held true for North Beach, the number of persons

the center would have to accommodate per day during peak periods would
be close to 6,000.
center.

This figure is obviously beyond the scope of one

Because there are no similar attendance figures for the North

Beach area, the figures for Cape Perpetua may not be accurate.

The

best solution, it seems, would be to build one center at a central
location with the understanding that it may be the first of a series
responding to public demand as it develops.

The following outlines the three permanent staff person's duties and
the scope of their work.
would be as follows:3
Director:

The principle responsibilities of each person

-coordination of the program
-supervision and review

-coordination with other district & S.O.
personnel & programs
-coordination with other coastal agencies,
universities, and federal, state and county
governments
-long range planning
-involvement in community affairs
-training
Environmental Ed. Specialist:
-planning the E.E. program
-working with school group visitors at the center
-planning summer children's activities
-working in teacher workshops
-assisting teachers at the school site
-visiting the summer camps along the coast
(Boy Scout, Girl Scout, church, YAC, etc.)
-preparing graded activities and teacher guides
Chief Naturalist:
-prepares interpretive plans
-trains and supervises seasonal naturalists
-works on exhibits and displays
-develops plans for community involvement in
nature programs
-leads guided walks and presents evening programs
-develops new illustrated programs for use by seasonals

des
The codes and regulations applying to development of North Beach have
mostly been outlined in previous sections.

However, to summarize them

into three categories:

1.

Restriction for adjacent structures.
None

2.

Legal considerations.
Construction—uniform building code and/or local codes.
Setbacks—200 feet from the vegetation line.
Height restrictions—35 feet maximum on wetlands.
Shape and materials restrictions—none.
Appearance codes—none.
Zoning requirements—lowest rating, C.
Style/character approval—none.
Parking requirements—27 cars.
Variance—where essential in zoning.

3.

Fire and Safety.
Fire zone—low.
Occupancy group—1A fire resistant.
Hose bib—not available.
Fire protection—the City of Ocean Shores or the City
of Ocean City.

Special fire setbacks—10 feet from grassland recommended.
Sprinkler system—fire exhaustion necessary.
Occupant loading—see Uniform Building Code.

FOOTNOTE
Footnotes:
1.

J. F. Lyne, "Feasibility Study, Cape Perpetua Complex"
(Oregon: United States Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service, April, 1964), p. 34.

2.

Steven Govat, Personal Interview, March, 1980.

3.

Lyne, op.cit., p. 30.
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METHODOLOGY:

In this section the solutions and philosophy of the environmental
building studies consituting the application of this thesis are
seen.

The design solutions shown have been brought about by a

carefully conceived and executed set of design prerequisites.
The first and foremost of these is the buildings sensitive reaction
to the context of each environment as created and influenced by the
wind.

The buildings' geometry must then be conclusive to the

geometry dictated by the environment in such a way as to protect
surrounding vegetation and the building itself from high winds.

The next organizational point originates from the March interview
of the Cape Perpetua Center's manager Steve Govat.

Mr. Govat

pointed to the success of the Cape Perpetua Center and other
successful centers within his experience as resulting from the
building acting as a catalyst or vehicle by which the surrounding
environment can be explored and its ability to fit into the
context of the environment in such a way as to not detract the
participator from the environment itself.

The resulting buildings,

then, are a deliberate understatement in their geometry so as to
better serve as that catalyst or vehicle. Therefore, the beauty

of the buildings does not come from their unusual or daring form
but more through their compatibility with the environment, their
sensitive exploitation of conclusive materials and their attention
to detail.

The materials composing each building lastly must respond to the
total environment and geographic location of the site.

Three

factors then contribute to the nature of the materials used. First,
the materials must respond to the color and context of each environ
ment.

Secondly, they must characterize the image portrayed in this

case National Bank and Forest Service buildings.

And thirdly, the

materials must respond to the natural character of indigenous
materials.

Wood as a material fulfills the requirements of each.

Prerequisite,

more specifically, post and beam construction tending toward massive
wood members and fine detailing. The resulting buildings are
designed around these three points in such a way as to exhibit
design solutions sensitive to each environment as well as a
commonalty between each.

The series of buildings in conclusion

present a development master plan for the North Beach area responding
to the spectrum of beach environments as well as public need.

design philosophy
1.

Buildings complex to maintain visual connection with ocean

2.

Deliberate understatement/react to city cliff

3.

Materials - Parks buildings - local materials working with
environment

4.

Geometry sensitive to high winds
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SOI IITIONS

TFST1NG

To test how various building shapes behave in the wind, the
following computer program has been used, courtesy of Mr.
Ted Lang.

The grid system shown on the accompanying printouts

identifies the vector forces involved as air flows off a given
building form.

The result is a graphic printout of concentration

and stagnation areas and where they exist in relation to the
building.

4 resource material
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